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The features of emission of coupled waves excited by a fast charged particle are investigated, 
with spatial dispersion taken into account. It is shown that the Cerenkov radiation from trans
verse waves is distributed over the surface of two or three cones, the number of which depends 
on the sign of the effective exciton mass and the parameters of the semiconductor. The direc
tion of the Cerenkov radiation produced by the supplementary transverse wave emerging to the 
vacuum depends on the sign of the effective mass of the transverse exciton. The radiation from 
the transverse waves can enter the vacuum only if the effective mass of the longitudinal exciton 
is positive and the direction of the radiation coincides with that of the particle motion. Losses 
due to excitation of the supplementary waves are calculated. A relation is derived for the parti
cle velocity required for excitation of the supplementary waves. It is shown that the width of 
the spectrum of the radiation from transverse waves can be changed by varying the density 
of the free carriers. The emission spectrum produced in vacuum by transverse waves con
sists of a number of narrow bands. The number and width of the bands depend on the para
meters of the semiconductor. 

1. ENERGY LOST BY PARTICLE TO 
EXCITATION OF BOUND WAVES 

IT must be recognized in the study of semiconduc
tor properties that along with the charges bound in 
the lattice they contain also free charges. The in
ductive interaction between these charges and the 
optical lattice vibrations leads to appearance of 
coupled electromagnetic waves. Some.properties 
of such waves were studied earlier, [1] in particu
lar, the dispersion laws in the transparency region. 

The energy lost by fast particles to excitation 
of transverse and longitudinal electromagnetic 
waves in a medium, in the range of frequencies 
for which there is no absorption, is given by the 
following expressions:[ 2l 

Since the dispersion of coupled waves is essen
tially different from the dispersion of electromag
netic waves 'in a dielectric or a plasma, it is of 
interest to determine the energy lost by a fast 
charged particle to the excitation of such waves 
and also the radiation which will emerge into vac
uum when a charge passes through a semiconduct
ing plate. Since a semiconductor has more parame
ters than a dielectric, there are grounds for as
suming that the emission spectrum of the former 
is more complicated, and that by varying the 
parameters it is possible to change the frequency 
and the width of the bands in the spectrum. 

Special attention has been paid in this investi
gation to a study of radiation from the supplemen
tary transverse and longitudinal bound waves due 
to spatial dispersion. 

2 2 3d 
Wj_=~SwdwS x x 

c2 x2 + w2jv2 

X 6{ x2 + w2 [ : 2 - c: ej_ ( w, V x2 + ::) ]}, 

where v is the particle velocity and £ is the di
electric constant. 

( 1) 

(2) 

We see from (1) that the Cerenkov radiation due 
to the transverse waves is produced under the con
dition 

v;;?! c I [e(w, k) r'', (3) 

and if we disregard the spatial dispersion, then 
this radiation will be distributed over the surface 
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of a cone with angle satisfying the relation 

cos 8 = c I vn ( w) , 

while account of the spatial dispersion transforms 
( 3) into 

(12) 

and for a1 < 0 and I a 1 1 w ~e/c2 < w5 in the interval 

(13) 

Thus, according to ( 8) -( 13), we reach the con-
v ~ c In; (w), ( 3a) elusion that in an isotropic semiconductor the 

where ni is one of the roots of the dispersion re
lation for transverse waves in a medium. We see 
from (3a) that in this case there can be several 
radiation cones. To determine the regions of inte
gration with respect to w in ( 1) and (2), we con
sider the dispersion relations for the transverse 
and longitudinal bound waves in an isotropic semi
conductor. [ 1 J 

For the transverse waves the dispersion rela
tion is of the form 

(wo~- w2 + Utk2) (w2 - k2c2 - Woe2) + 4nyw2 = 0, (4) 

where w0 is the frequency of exciton absorption, 
woe the Langmuir frequency of the free carriers, 
a 1 the ratio of the transverse-exciton activation 
energy to its effective mass, and 'Y a constant de
scribing the structure of the exciton bands. We 
see from this relation that two transverse waves 
can exist in a semiconductor, viz., a fundamental 
wave with the dispersion law 

(5) 

where 

Wt,z2 = 1/z(wo2 + Woe2 + 4ny) 

+ [1/. ( wo2 + Woe2 + 4ny) 2 - Wo2Wo2e] 'h, 

(6) 

and a supplementary wave with the dispersion law 

(7) 

Upon examining the relation n2 = n2( w) in ( 5) we 
conclude that the fundamental wave produces a ra
diation that can be distributed in the following fre
quency intervals: when a 1 > 0 in the intervals 

w3 < w < wz, w > w1 for w3 < wz, 

wz < w < ffi3, w > ffit for wz < ffi3 

and a 1 < 0 in the intervals 

wz < w < ffi3, w > Wt for wo2 > I Uti ffioe2 I c2, 

w > ffit for cuo2 < I u1J Woe2 I c2. 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

The radiation from the supplementary wave (7) can 
occur only in a semiconductor with definite param
eters: for a 1 > 0 in the interval 

Cerenkov radiation due to transverse waves is 
distributed on the surface of three or two cones, 
depending on the parameters of the semiconductor 
and on the sign of the effective mass of the trans
verse exciton. 

Investigating the dispersion relation for longi
tudinal coupled waves 

{w02 + uk2 - w2) (w2 - Woc2) + 4nycu2 = 0, (14) 

where a is the ratio of the longitudinal exciton 
activation energy to its effective mass, we con
clude that the loss to excitation of longitudinal 
waves in semiconductors with parameters under 
which the condition 

ell(w, k) = 0 (15) 

is satisfied will be accompanied by emission of 
waves in two frequency bands. 

When choosing the interval of integration with 
respect to w, we must also take into account the 
condition for existence of macroscopic supplemen
tary waves[ 3 J 

'Aol n >a, ( 16) 

where Ao is the wavelength in vacuum and a is the 
lattice constant. Indeed, from (14) we have 

(17) 

and since the ratio c2/a is large, the condition 
(16) can be satisfied only in the case when the 
quantity in the square bracket will be sufficiently 
small. Analyzing this expression, we find that re
lation ( 16) will be satisfied for longitudinal waves 
if the following relations hold between the semi
conductor parameters: when 

the emission spectrum will lie in the frequency 
interval 

( 4:rty uno )-1 ( 4:rty )-1 
wo2 1 +----- < w2 < w02 1--- · 

\ Woe2 C2 \ Woe2 ' 
(18) 

and when 47T'}' < w5e < w~ the emission spectrum 
will lie in the following two frequency intervals 
(fio = A.o/a): 

wo 2 ( 1 - 4ny ) < w2 < wne2 ( 1 - 4:rt'Y ) 
e Wo2 - Woe2 - ano/ C2 Wo2 - Woe2 ' 

( 19) 
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( an )-1 
(wo2 + 4:n;y) \ 1- c2° < w2 < wo2 + 4:n;y. (20) 

Now integrating (2) with respect to K and 
choosing the lower limit of integration with re
spect of w from the condition K2 ~ 0, and the up
per limit from (18) -(20) we obtain the following 
value for the loss due to excitation of longitudinal 
coupled waves: 

Wll = 2:n;ye2 ·~ [ Wt4 ln 't';t- Wt2 

v2 i . ( Wt2 - wz2) ( Wt2 - wae2) 't';z- Wt2 

+ ·Wz4 ln 't'it - wz2 

( Wz2- Wt2) ( Wz2 - Woe2) 't';z- Wz2 

Woe4 't'ii- Wae2 ] (21) 
+( 2 z ln . 

Woe - W1 ) ( Woe2 - Wz2) 't';z- Wae2 

For a semiconductor with parameters w ~e < w~ 
< 47ry and w~ > w~41f)l/w5e 

i= 1, ( 4:n;y ano )-1 
't'u = Wo2 --+ 1 - -- , 

Woe2 c2 

( 4:n;y a \-1 
't'12 = Wo2 --+ 1 - -. ) ; 

Woe2 V" ' 

for a semiconductor with parameters 47f)l < w~e 
< w~ 

i = 1, 2, 't'u = Woe2 [ 1- 4:n;y (wo2 - wae2 - :~0 ) - 1
], 

't'12 = Woe2 [ 1- 4ny ( Wo2- Wae2 - ~;-) -!], 

't'22 = (wo2 + 4:n;y) ( 1- v~ r1
. 

We obtain analogously the loss connected with 
excitation of a transverse supplementary wave 

e2 ( Woe2 J a1 [ no2~2 - 1 WJ.=-- wo2 +a~-- -
2c2 c2 . v2 1 - noatf c2 

_ ln _n__c.o~:-2 -'-( 1 __ a__,t;-,/ v::-2-'-) J 
1- noai/c2 • 

(22) 

It must be noted that the supplementary waves 
will be excited by a moving charge only if its ve
locity satisfies the condition 

(23) 

This relation follows from the condition for the ex
istence in (1) and (2) of an interval of integration 
with respect to the frequency. 

2. RADIATION INTO VACUUM FROM A 
SEMI-INFINITE CONDUCTOR 

Let a charge e move along the z axis and 
cross the boundary between the semiconductor and 

the vacuum (z = 0) at the instant t = 0. The semi
conductor fills the space z < 0 (medium 1). The 
solution of the inhomogeneous Maxwell equations 
for such a case was obtained by Sitenko. [ 41 To 
find the general solution, we must add to it the so
lution of the system of homogeneous equations[tl 

iw 
rotE =-H, 

c 
(24)* 

- :: ( wo2 - w2) 81 J P = 0, 

where 
2 

8 , = 1 _ Woe 
2 , 

(!) 

We seek the Fourier components of the field 
and of the polarization factor in the form 

(26) 

Hrp<1>= S Hrp<1l'ei(><p+1.,z) dk, (27) 

P = S (P/ei(><p+1.,z) + Pz'ei(xp+1.,zl)dk, (28) 

Hrp<z>= s Hrp<2Yei(xp+1-zJ dk, (29) 

where K2 + 71.2 = w2/c2• 

From (26) and 

(w02- w2) P- a1~P- a2 grad div P =~(!!.._rotH- 4:n;P .) 
8 w ;' 

(30) 

we obtain 

(31) 

We use in the solution, besides the ordinary bound
ary conditions, also the condition£ 3, 71 

(32) 

By determining the field amplitudes from (27), 
( 29), and ( 30) and the boundary conditions, we get 

ee-3rri/4 S 
Hrp<2>(R e t) = I(w)e-ioot dw 

' ' :n;v (2:n;R sin e) 'f, ' 
(33) 

DO 

I ( w) = S F ( x) ef(><lR dx, 
0 

F(x) = ~x% 11 (x) 
c ~(x) ' 

(34) 

t] (x) = 8
11110: ({[ ( k2 - :Z2 

(8t + 1)) e' + ~ : 8ti-1] y1 

- 4:n;yi-t~ : 81} [ (.wo2 - w2) 81 

(35) 

*rot = curl. 
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(36) 

where £ is the dielectric constant with allowance 
for spatial dispersion, 

'YJ = e1 ( wo2 - w2 + w2a1 I c2), 

kz = xz + wz I vz, ~-to= k2 + wz I c2, 

!l = k2 + w2el c2, f(x) = ixsin 8 + i'Acos 8, 

R is the distance from the point of emergence of 
the charge from the medium to the point of obser
vation, and e is the angle between R and the z 
axis. 

The radiation into a unit solid angle over the 
entire time of flight of the particle is determined 
by the formula 

dW = cR2 ""s IH(j)(2)12dt. 
dQ 4:n: 

(37) 
-00 

It has been shown in several papers[ 5• 7J that at 
large distances from the point of emergence of the 
particle from the medium the value of H~l is de
termined by integrating ( 33) over the steepest 
descent through the saddle point K = w sin 8/c 
without account of the closeness of the poles to the 
saddle point, while the expressions 

Re 11 (w, sin 8_L) = 0, Re e(w sin811) = 0 (38) 

determine the directions of the maximum intensity 
of the Cerenkov radiation produced by the trans
verse and longitudinal waves emerging to the vac
uum. From (38) we obtain for the directions of 
maximum radiation from the supplementary waves 

(39) 

At small distances from the point of emergence 
(distances of the order of several wavelengths) the 
residues in ( 33) with respect to the poles J.l = 0 
and £ = 0 will make the contributions to the radia
tion from the transverse and longitudinal waves 
respectively. [6, 7J 

The question of the radiation emerging to the 
vacuum from a dielectric or a plasma, with allow
ance for spatial dispersion, was dealt with in sev
eral papers, [7• sJ and we therefore note only the 
features distinguishing the radiation generated by 
coupled supplementary waves. As indicated above, 
for macroscopic waves to exist in a medium, it is 
necessary to satisfy the condition (16). Therefore 
it follows from the dispersion law (7) for the sup
plementary transverse waves that in a dielectric 
(woe = 0) the condition (16) with c2a 1 » 1 is satis-

fied only for frequencies close to the resonant 
frequency w0 , where the attenuation begins to man
ifest itself strongly, so that the supplementary 
wave is difficult to observe. 

It is seen for (7) that in a semiconductor with 

a1Woe2 I c2 > wo2 (for a1 < 0, c2wo2 I I a1l > wo.Z > Wo2) 

(40) 

Eq. (16) can be satisfied at frequencies that are 
much farther from exciton resonance, and, in ad
dition, it follows from ( 40) that by changing the 
carrier density it is possible to change the width 
of the spectrum of the coupled transverse waves. 

Radiation from longitudinal coupled waves is 
determined by the pole at £ = 0, while the radia
tion intervals at the corresponding parameters 
are determined by expressions (18), (19), and (20). 
We see from (18) that for semiconductors with 
parameters satisfying the condition w 5e < w 5 
< 47ry, the radiation spectrum lies in a narrow 
frequency interval, the width of which can be de
creased or increased by increasing or decreasing 
the ratio 47ry /w5e· 

3. RADIATION FROM A PLATE INTO VACUUM 

We know that to observe a wave in vacuum it is 
necessary to satisfy simultaneously the Cerenkov
radiation condition and the condition for emergence 
of the wave from the medium: [ 6J 

c2/v2 ~ n2 ~ c2 lv2 +sin2 8 (41) 

and in addition, the flux of the radiative energy 
whose direction coincides with that of the group 
velocity must be directed into the vacuum. Since 
the longitudinal component of the wave vector co
incides with the particle-velocity direction, it is 
clear that the waves radiated into vacuum will 
have negative group velocity when the particle en
ters the semiconductor and positive when it leaves 
the semiconductor. 

By determining from (4) the sections with nega
tive group velocity and n2 > 0 we find that when 
charged particles move from the vacuum into the 
semiconductor only radiation due to transverse 
waves will be observed in the vacuum: from the 
fundamental wave with dispersion law ( 5) when 
a 1 > 0 and w3 < w2 in the frequency interval 
w3 < w < w2 (no radiation will emerge into the 
vacuum when w2 < w3), and from the longitudinal 
wave with dispersion (7) when a 1 < 0 and 
I a 1 1 w~e/c2 < w2 in the interval w2 < w5 
- I ad w5e/c2• 

When the particle moves from the semiconduc
tor to the vacuum, we can observe in the latter 
Cerenkov radiation which is transformed from 
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either transverse or longitudinal coupled waves. 
When a 1 > 0 the fundamental wave will produce 
radiation in vacuum for w3 < w2 in the interval 
w > w1 and for w2 < w3 in the intervals w2 < w 
< w3, and w > w1• When a 1 < 0 the radiation will 
be in the intervals (10) and (11), and the radiation 
from the supplementary wave for a 1 > 0 will be in 
the interval w2 > w~ + a1w~e/c2• The radiation 
from the coupled longitudinal wave (14) will 
emerge only when a > 0 in the intervals w2 < w 
< w0e and w > w1. 

We conclude from these results that when a 
charged particle passes through a semiconductor 
plate, the direction of the Cerenkov radiation ob
served in vacuum and produced by the supplemen
tary transverse wave emerging from the plate de
pends on the sign of the exciton effective mass. 
The Cerenkov radiation from the longitudinal wave 
is directed along the particle motion and can be 
observed in vacuum only when the longitudinal ex
citon has positive effective mass. 

In conclusion the author sincerely thanks F. G. 
Bass and V. M. Yakovenko for continuous interest 
in the work, valuable discussions, and a discussion 
of the results. 
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